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Hyperbole definition, obvious and
intentional exaggeration. See more.
Hyperbole Poems. They
exagerate and stretch the truth just
a little bit. These fun poems from
writers at My Word Wizard will
make you say. There are many
examples of hyperbole in literature
including humor from Mark Twain
and supreme emphasis from Paul
Bunyan. Synonyms for hyperbole
at Thesaurus.com with free online
thesaurus, antonyms, and
definitions. Dictionary and Word of
the Day.
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Mrs. Warner's 4th Grade
Classroom. Home Homework
Hyperbole definition, obvious and
intentional exaggeration. See more.
Poems With Hyperbole . These
verses tell tall tales and stretch the
truth just a bit. You'll have so much
fun perusing this delightful
collection form the writers at. There
are many examples of hyperbole in
literature including humor from
Mark Twain and supreme
emphasis from Paul Bunyan.
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How to use hyperbole in a sentence. Example sentences with the word hyperbole . hyperbole example sentences. There are many examples of hyperbole in

literature including humor from Mark Twain and supreme emphasis from Paul Bunyan.
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When teaching figurative language, include these printable hyperbole worksheets in your lessons. Free, printable Hyperbole worksheets to help teach your
students about figurative language. Easily print and use in class or at home. Visit Today!
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